GNST Gender Studies

GNST 5000G  Topics In Gender Studies
3 Credit Hours.  3 Lecture Hours.  0 Lab Hours.
Special topics in Gender Studies. Will be
Cross Listing(s): selected upper-level courses in the university curriculum
when content of those courses addresses issues related to Gender
Studies. May be repeated for credit with different topics.

GNST 5500G  Topics In Women'S Leadership
3 Credit Hours.  3 Lecture Hours.  0 Lab Hours.
Examination of the basic themes of leadership through the lens of
gender studies. The course will address alternative styles of leadership,
globalization and women's roles, under representation, the gender gap,
and the perseverance of women in traditionally male-dominated careers,
professions, and public offices.

GNST 5600G  Sociology Of Gender
3 Credit Hours.  3 Lecture Hours.  0 Lab Hours.
Examines the social construction of gender and gender inequality in
society.
Cross Listing(s): SOCI 5600G.

GNST 5700G  Perspective In Feminist Theory
3 Credit Hours.  3 Lecture Hours.  0 Lab Hours.
An in-depth look at Feminist Theory. This course may be taught from the
perspective of a particular discipline.
Cross Listing(s): POLS 5700G.